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The God Particle was discovered on July 4th 2012 and was actually much greater cause for fireworks than the American Revolution because this discovery represented a Revolution in Consciousness and spirituality since the God Particle is actually proof that God exists and that proof came via the most expensive scientific experiment in history - the Large Hadron Collider near Geneva Switzerland and operated by CERN. The God Particle or Higgs boson has always been the missing link in quantum physics, but now that it has been discovered, it gives proof also to the fact that this field gives weight to everything else in the universe. As such, it came first after the Big Bang and nothing can exist in this universe without being bathed in the God Particle Field at all times. With this discovery - all present Quantum Physics is turned upside down because previously it was thought that everything in the universe at least at this level was merely due to a probability of any given event. But, now we know that all probabilities can be turned into the greatest possibilities through the manipulation of the God Particle Field. This audiobook, authored by noted Science Fiction writer, Michael Mathiesen is the first of its kind to describe not only how God works, but also where God lives. The author presents us with an entire new form of "Technology" that anyone can learn to use to exploit the greatest Force in the universe, to alter one's fate or change their own destiny as well as the destiny of our entire civilization. The "Force" mentioned in Star Wars actually exists. It has now been proven to exist. The God Particle Bible is the first primer on how to use 'The Force' for all to see and use.
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Customer Reviews
The author made a strong case for the existence of the God Particle Force that holds things together in our expanding universe based upon the findings reported from the gigantic collider experiment. Mathiesen believes that this theory is an extension of Einstein’s theory of relativity (E=MC²) which he described as The God Particle in the universe equals the mass of the universe times the speed of light squared. He suggested that the God Particle is in every living thing and explains the spiritual reality of existence in a heavenly realm. Are his assertions a product of bizarre thinking or the evidence of something we should seriously consider? The reader must decide! I found the book fascinating.

This book explains the science of synchronicity and God, or dharma, or what e.e. cummings called "the force that through the green fuse drives the flower drives my red blood. That blasts the roots of trees is my destroyer. In a warm, inviting conversational style and plain language, Mathiesen explains the quantum physics underlying our interconnectedness with all that is, and invites us to share in his sense of wonder and enthusiasm for the subject. Highly recommended.

I highly highly recommend this download. It is worth every penny. I thoroughly enjoyed the way it was written, and the ease in which it read. Fascinating, and magnificent!

This book certainly got my attention and made me think about things. I wasn’t sure I would like it but I’m over glad I got it.
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